New Tax Rules for Working Holidaymakers Implemented
Employers employing Working Holidaymakers also
Affected

On 1st Jan, new tax rules came into force that will impact thousands of working
holidaymakers. These new laws are now applicable to all working holidaymakers on 417
and 462 visas.
A new 15% rate of tax will apply to all working holidaymakers from the first dollar they
earn. This treatment is notably different to that applied to many working holidaymakers
in the past, who may have enjoyed the benefit of the tax-free threshold.
Employees starting a job after 1 January 2017 need to advise their employer if they are
on one of the working holidaymaker visa types (417 and 462). For the 2017 tax return,
a new box will be introduced whereby taxpayers will be required to record net
working holiday income.
“Working holiday-makers currently flock to Australia in their thousands to spend a few
months traveling around the country, supporting themselves by taking jobs in sectors
with a high demand for seasonal or transient labour, such as hospitality or agriculture”,
says Mark Chapman, Tax Communication Director at H&R Block.”
“In some local economies, particularly ones with a high reliance on tourism and
agriculture, working holidaymakers make up a substantial proportion of the labour
force. After all, that fruit won’t pick itself - and somebody has to make those cocktails
you’ve ordered by the beach,” continues Mr Chapman.
2016/17 is a transitional tax year – and as the new rules will be implemented halfway
through the tax year - two separate tax regimes will apply to working holidaymakers in
the 2016/17 year. This means that two separate tax rates will apply to all working
holidaymakers, which will complicate the tax return process for these clients.
For periods up to 31 December 2016, working holidaymakers will have to determine if
they are resident or not for tax purposes, as they have done in the past. From 1 January
2017 onwards, the new 15% rate will apply regardless of whether they are regarded as
resident or non-resident under the old rules.

Employers
Employers are now obliged to register with the ATO as employers of working
holidaymakers. They need to do this before making their first wage payment in 2017,
imposing an immediate compliance burden on employers.
In recognition of the short deadline, the ATO will give an extended deadline to
employers of the end of January 2017 to register.
Employers will also need to be proactive about checking what visa type their employees
have, in order to ensure that the correct tax rate is applied.
“Many industries which employ working-holiday makers were up in arms about the socalled “backpacker tax”, noting that working holidaymakers were likely to bypass
Australia altogether in favour of alternative destinations like New Zealand and South
Africa. Whilst the 15% rate is better that the government’s original proposed tax rate –
32.5% - few employers will welcome this new compliance burden”, says Mr Chapman.
ATO Compliance
The ATO will be closely monitoring compliance with the new rules and will focus on
these areas:
1. Allocation of income between the period to 31 December 2016 and the period after
1 January 2017. The ATO will expect an appropriate split and will be looking out for
attempts to shift income into the period that produces the lower tax liability.
2. Excessive deductions. The ATO noted that most working holidaymakers have low
deductions and offsets and will be monitoring evidence of increased deduction claims to
reduce tax liabilities.
The ATO is able to match taxpayers to Department of Immigration visa information
and the ATO will automatically flag as high risk any taxpayer in that visa category who
attempts to flout the tax rules by lodging as a resident.
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